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Thermocol Moulding Machine 

 

Ningbo PinSheng Machinery Manufacturer as one 

of the leading EPS Machine manufacturers in 

China, we are providing Pinsheng® Thermocol 

Moulding Machine to worldwide clients, our 

machines are loved by customers because of their 

accuracy and low energy consumption. If you are 

interested in Thermocol Moulding Machine, we will 

be your best Choice! As the professional 

manufacture, we would like to provide you 

Thermocol Moulding Machine. And we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely 

delivery. 

 

 

Product Description 

With this motto in mind, we have turn out to be amongst probably the most technologically 

innovative, cost-efficient, and price-competitive manufacturers for OEM Customized Top 

Grade Thermocol Moulding Machine, Welcome your enquiry, most effective service will 

likely be provided with full heart. 

 

OEM Customized Top Grade Thermocol Moulding Machine, Our company now has many 

department, and there have more than 20 employees in our company. We set up sales 

shop, show room, and product warehouse. In the meantime, we registered our own brand. 

We have tightened inspection for quality of product. 

 

Our Pinsheng® PSBM200-500V Thermocol Moulding Machine is simple equipment 

designed safe,scientific,stable,energy-saving and full-automatic ,the main engine and the 

accessories are made of high quality material,reliable performance and reasonable 

affordable price.The size of Thermocol Moulding Machine is adjustable. 

  

Model:PSBM200-500V          

Brand: PINSHENG 

 

Product Parameter (Specification) 

Our Pinsheng® Thermocol Moulding Machine provides all machine process,including 

filling,expanding,sieving, de-lumping and conveying work automatically. 

1.New Desgin 
The Thermocol Moulding Machine is all-new generation product,it 

adopts the new design,concept of European machine design. 

2.High efficiency 

and less steam 

consumption 

Our Thermocol Moulding Machine uses low temperature with large 

diameter pipes to ensure quick heating system and vacuum 

cooling.The pressure sensor controls stable pressure automatically. 

3.Safety The Thermocol Moulding Machine is equipped with safety 
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devices,which can safely guarantee the normal operation of machine. 

  

Product Feature And Application 

EPS(EXPANDABLE POLYSTYRENE) is commonly used for packaing 

medical,fruit,vetatables and electrical,insulation panels for building.With the good quality,it 

can be expand 40 times the volume of the original polystyrene beads. 

 

 

 

Deliver,Shipping And Serving 
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FAQ 

1.Where is your factory located? 

We have 2 production plant, one plant locates in Hangzhou which professionally 

producing EPS/EPP/ETPU machine. Another factory locates in Jiangsu Provide which 

producing EPS/EPP/ETPU mould. Both two factories are pretty close to the Shanghai port 

for easiest transportation. 

 

2.Do you have detailed and professional installation manual? 

We will provide very detailed installation manuals and videos, and the service until you 

are satisfied 

 

3.Are you a trading company or a manufacturer? 

We are manufacturer. 

 

4.Q:How long is your delivery time of Thermocol Moulding Machine? 

Normally delivery time is 30~45 days. 

 

5.Q:How many years have your company made this kind of equipment? 

More than 10 years. 

 

6.Q:Can I only buy some spare parts of Thermocol Moulding Machine from you? 

Yes, we also provide all kinds of spare parts that relatives to our machine. 

 

7.How do you pack the equipment? 

We will strengthen and protect the equipment to ensure that they will not be damaged 

during transportation. 

 

8.Q:Can you send your staff to install the equipment for us? 

Under normal conditions, it is possible. Now it is an epidemic situation. We will try our best 
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to assist in case wecannot send technician in time. We will also conduct 

video connections with guests to teach them to install them in place. 

 

9.Q:Can you can design the equipment according to our size? 

Yes, it is acceptable 

 

10.Q:How many production lines in your factory? 

We have total 10 production line. 

 


